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Article abstract
The author, a political scientist, protests against the tendency of the
psycho-sociological disciplines to import that doubtful " merchandise " of
political science which is the concept of power or Power. He strongly criticizes
this concept from the point of view of political science itself, where it has fallen
into discredit. Since it is the relational aspect which is actually of interest to
human sciences, the author proposes to substitute this tarnished concept,
according to cases, contexts or studies, with the following less disappointing
synonyms : authority, strength, control (distinguished from constraint),
regulation, and even influence. In conclusion, the author proposes to ban
whenever possible the term power from psycho-sociological language where it
is even less pertinent than in political science; to replace it, in order to signify a
relational fact of injunction or initiation to act in a given sense, with the trilogy
of complementary concepts : strength (faculty or potential), influence or
control, this last concept integrating the two preceding ones by giving them
unified meaning and usage; to translate social control by social regulation,
while still maintaining the expression social controls in regard to the extremely
diverse manifestations of this regulation; to see phenomena of social deviation
as the expression of counter-controls or anti-controls which have their own
dynamic function in the endless chain of social regulation.
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